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Abstract
Since multiple languages are used in various
communities in daily life, tools that can effectively support multilingual communication
should be provided. We often observe that that
the success of a multilingual tool in one situation does not guarantee its success in another.
To develop a customized multilingual environment for various situations in various
communities, we have implemented the Language Grid; it allows users to freely combine
existing language services to develop new services. This paper summarizes the current status of the Language Grid and the lessons
learned from this project.
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Introduction

The Internet allows people to be linked together
regardless of location, however language remains
the biggest barrier. Its users speak a wide variety
of languages. For instance, only 35% of the Internet population speaks English. The remainder
is almost equally divided between other European languages and Asian languages. In fact, it is
not possible for any one to learn the languages
needed to access all possible information from
the Internet.
The Language Grid is an infrastructure that is
built on the top of the Internet. It allows end users as well as professionals to conquer the language barriers by themselves. Users can combine
existing language services provided by researchers and professionals, and create new language
services for their own purposes by permitting
them to add their own language resources.
Several research groups including NICT (National Institute on Information and Communications Technology), and Kyoto University started
working on the Language Grid in April 2006
(Ishida, 2006). This project is based on collaboration between industry, government, universities
and NPO/ NGOs. Several practical systems have
already been released.
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Among existing research studies, EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998) and Global WordNet Grid
(Fellbaum and Vossen, 2007) are pioneer works
on connecting dictionaries in different languages
based on word semantics. However, the Language Grid is an attempt to build a platform that
can combine language services provided by
stakeholders with different incentives. Therefore,
standardization is quite important (Calzolari
2002).
There also exist several efforts to combine
language processing programs: Heart of Gold
(Callmeier et al., 2004) and UIMA (Ferrucci and
Lally, 2004). They aim at allowing various language processing programs to share data, while
the Language Grid is more application oriented
and focuses on managing the intellectual property rights associated with language resources
based on the service-oriented architecture. Since
the motivations are orthogonal, we started bridging Heart of Gold and the Language Grid (Bramantoro et al., 2008), and will apply the results
to UIMA.
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Concept

Online language services already exist including
bilingual dictionaries and machine translators.
However, difficulties often arise when people try
to use those language services in their intercultural activities; as shown in Figure 1, complex
contracts, intellectual property rights, and nonstandard application interfaces make it difficult
for users to create customized language services
that support their activities.
To improve the accessibility and usability of
existing language services, we need to allow users to easily create new language services by
combining existing ones on the Internet. The
word “grid” is generally defined as “a system or
structure for combining distributed resources; an
open standard protocol is generally used to create
high quality services.” Our objective, applying
the “grid” concept to ensure the collaboration of
language services, has not been tried before.
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interfaces (Hayashi et al., 2008). Context-aware
service composition is a technology to combine
language services when working on the same
document or same conversation: forward and
backward translations are coordinated to determine the meanings of words consistently (Rie
Tanaka et al., 2009).
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Technology
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Figure 1: Role of the Language Grid
As shown in Figure 2, since the Language
Grid takes the collective intelligence approach,
the platform can grow only through the voluntary
efforts of users. The more users provide resources, the more fully they can utilize the benefits of the resources. Thus the platform should
allow users to create services and share them via
the Language Grid. Conceptually, the Language
Grid has two main structures: horizontal and vertical. The horizontal grid concerns the combination of existing bilingual dictionaries or machine
translation systems for various languages. The
vertical grid concerns specific scenarios of intercultural collaboration activities, which require
specialized language services including jargon
handling.
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Service

The Language Grid provides an environment
where users can share language resources developed by both professionals and end users in various application fields. Users can register wrap
language resources as Web services to register
them in the Language Grid. Major stakeholders
of the Language Grid fall into three categories.
¾ Language Grid Operator
The operator manages the Language Grid and
controls language resources and services.
¾ Language Service Provider
The service provider registers language services such as machine translations, morphological analyzers, dependency parsers, dictionaries, and parallel texts in the Language Grid.
¾ Language Service User
The service user invokes the registered language services for their intercultural activities.
Note that stakeholders are not individuals but
groups like research units in universities, and that
a single group can act as two different stakeholders: service provider and service user.
As shown in Figure 3, the Language Grid consists of the following service layers.
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Figure 2: The Language Grid Architecture

P2P Grid Infrastructure

To realize the Language Grid, Web service
technologies including language service ontology and context-aware service compositions have
been developed to enable the collaboration
needed among language services. Language service ontology is a technology to define standard
language service APIs in a hierarchical way so
that end users are provided with simple interfaces while professionals can access more complex

Figure 3: Service Layers

Language Resources

The P2P Grid Infrastructure is aimed at connecting two kinds of servers (core nodes and service nodes). Core nodes manage all requests to
language services, while service nodes actually
invoke atomic services. If the requested service
is a composite one, core nodes invoke a corres-

ponding Web service workflow that includes one
or more atomic services. Registered information
of language services is shared among all core
nodes. The same services are equally provided,
regardless of which core node receives the request. The core nodes also control accesses to
services to fulfill service providers’ conditions.
Using the Language Grid Service Manager (see
Figure 6), resource providers can access the
usage statistics of the services they provide.
Any user can add new language resources to
the Language Grid. A Web service that corresponds to a language resource is called an atomic
service. To develop atomic services, language
resources are wrapped based on language service
ontology that standardizes the interfaces of language services.
Atomic language services can be composed by
Web service workflows. A service described by a
workflow is called a composite service. Various
composite services have been made available,
including back translations and specialized translations. For example, specialized translation can
be realized using several atomic services, such as
machine translators, morphological analyzers,
and domain-specific dictionaries. BPEL4WS is
used to describe workflows which are interpreted
and executed by a BPEL engine.
Different types of collaboration tools have
been developed using the language services explained above. Language Grid Playground1 provides easy access to the Language Grid to try a
variety of registered language services through a
Web browser (see Figure 4). Examples of realworld challenges, such as the creation of community dictionaries, or real-world application of
the Language Grid technologies, are also introduced through this website.

¾

The BASIC services provide interfaces for
easy selection and usage of the atomic language services.
¾ The ADVANCED services provide composite language services created by combining
existing language services.
¾ The CUSTOMIZED services provide specific language services to organizations that
carry out intercultural activities.
Language Grid Toolbox2, on the other hand, is
a collection of modules to support multilingual
communication in a community (see Figure 5).
Users can install this software into their servers
to start services, such as multilingual BBS and
multilingual dictionary creation. Since Toolbox
is based on the open source environment CMS
(Content Management System) XOOPS Cube,
Toolbox is also provided as open source software.
Therefore, the functions of Toolbox can be extended by developing XOOPS modules to meet
the requirements of user communities.

Figure 5: Language Grid Toolbox
Furthermore, by using registered language
services, existing communication tools can introduce multilingual functions easily. For instance,
NOTA 3 and LiquidThreads 4 have been successfully multilingualized.
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Figure 4: Language Grid Playground
Services in the Playground are categorized as
follows.

The Language Grid was developed and released
as open source software. Using this source code,
universities, research institutes, and NPO/NGOs
can develop new tools to support intercultural
collaboration or even operate the Language Grid.
The Department of Social Informatics at Kyoto
University started operation of the Language
Grid for nonprofit purposes in December 2007.
116 groups in 17 countries have already joined
2

http://langrid-tool.nict.go.jp/toolbox/
http://notaland.com/
4
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:LiquidThreads
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http://langrid.org/playground/

Operation

the Language Grid. Roughly one third of them
are providing services, one third of them are using services, and the remaining one third are inactive. We expected that NPO/NGOs and public
sectors would become the major users, but universities are using the Language Grid more intensively at this moment.
Research institutes, universities, and companies are providing atomic language services such
as dictionaries and machine translators. The
number of shared language resources now totals
48. Organizations that provided language resources include Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Stuttgart, Princeton, Kookmin, and Kyoto Universities, NICT, National Institute of Informatics,
NTT, Google, Toshiba, Oki, Kodensha, Asian
Disaster Reduction Center and a number of public sector groups and NPO/NGOs. When providing atomic language services, providers specify
copyright notices and license information in the
profiles of the resources.
In our operation model (Ishida et al., 2008),
language service providers can fully control
access to their provided language resources.
Language service providers can select users, restrict the total number of accesses per year/
month/day, and set the maximum volume of data
transfer per access. Providers set those conditions using the Language Grid Service Manager
(see Figure 6).

the patients, but embed ID and password in their
patient support systems.
We have discovered that our current operation
model has several drawbacks. The first issue is
centralized operation. The operation center in
Kyoto cannot reach local organizations in other
countries. As a result, 74% of participant organizations are in Japan. Since we need global collaboration, even for solving language issues in local communities, this imbalance should be overcome: we need to establish operation centers in
different areas and connect them. By introducing
the notion of affiliated operator and affiliated
user, we can naturally shift to federated operation: affiliated users can use the resources
through the affiliated operator. Though there remain several technical issues, we have finalized
the new agreement through collaboration with
research institutes in Asia and Europe.
Another issue is non-profit operation. We are
often asked the same question: can the Language
Grid be used in the research labs of companies?
According to our current operation model, profit
organizations can use the Language Grid only for
CSR activities, and cannot use it in their research
labs. This constraint should be relaxed: university researchers are puzzled by this limitation
when working on joint project with companies.
Indeed, the original model suppresses many of
the potential applications of the Language Grid.
Therefore, we will relax this restriction while
retaining the control power of service providers.
Companies will be encouraged to join the Language Grid, and to provide high quality services,
just as Internet service providers do at present.
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Figure 6: Language Grid Service Manager
On the other hand, language service users can
allow participants in events or activities organized by the users to utilize language services.
To avoid the fraudulent usage of language services, however, service users should not allow
the participants to discover the ID and password
of the Language Grid. For example, in the case
of an NPO offering medical interpreter services
to foreign patients, the NPO should not enter
their Language Grid ID and password in front of

Intercultural Collaboration

At the beginning of the project, users established
the Language Grid Association and started activities on intercultural collaboration. Unlike
conventional machine translation systems, the
Language Grid combines users’ language resources and machine translators to produce highquality translation that can be customized for
each field (Ishida, 2010). By utilizing this benefit,
NPO/NGOs, schools and other nonprofit sectors
have started to play a central role in breaking
down the language barriers. Their activities cover a broad range of fields, including disaster
management, education, and medical care.
A provider of language services does not have
to be a research institute or a university. Organizations that are actually conducting activities for
intercultural collaboration can also register their

own multilingual services. For example, language resources for schools prepared in various
parts of Japan have been wrapped, offered as
language services, and shared on the Internet.
For example, a language service for medical care
is currently used at receptions of Kyoto City
Hospital and Kyoto University Hospital.

munity might manually correct the translation
results. The corrected parallel texts are accumulated so that machine translator can learn from
them. This becomes possible when the multilingual community members share their context.
NPO Pangaea developed their own community
site (see Figure 8) and introduced this process on
their multilingual BBS.
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Figure 7: Multilingual Reception System
(Provided by Center for Multicultural Society
Kyoto and Wakayama University)
The major difference between machine translation on the Language Grid and a conventional
translation system on the Internet is that users
can themselves improve the quality of translation.
First, users can use the registered parallel texts in
the translation process. When a user enters a sentence, examples with meanings similar to the
entered sentence will appear automatically. If the
user can find a sentence that suitably conveys the
meaning that he/she intended, he/she can obtain
an accurate translation result by using parallel
texts. If the user is unable to find the intended
expression, machine translation is then executed.
In this case, a dictionary registered by the user
also helps to improve the quality of translation.

Figure 8: Multilingual Community Site
(Provided by NPO Pangaea)
If the quality of translation is not enough,
however, another user in the multilingual com-

Research

Various ongoing research activities are using the
Language Grid. They are roughly classified into
three categories.
The first category is interaction analysis of
machine-translation-mediated communication. It
appears that machine translations are inconsistent,
asymmetric, and intransitive, and thus make it
difficult for people to create a conversational
common ground (Yamashita and Ishida, 2006)
(Yamashita et al., 2009).
The second category is interdisciplinary research using language technologies. Since the
Language Grid provides easy-to-use services,
researchers who are not linguistic professionals
have started to use language technologies (Cho et
al., 2008) (Yue Suo et al., 2009).
The third category is developing the Language
Grid based on services computing, especially
technologies for service composition (Ben Hassine et al., 2006) (Rie Tanaka et al., 2009) and
service supervision (Masahiro Tanaka et al.,
2009).
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Conclusion

This paper explained how the Language Grid, an
infrastructure that allows end-users to create new
language services for their intercultural collaboration activities, increases the accessibility and
usability of online language resources. To this
end, language resources including data and programs are wrapped as Web services so that users
can easily share and combine these Web services
for creating their own multilingual environment.
Using the Language Grid, various kinds of intercultural activities have begun at hospital receptions, local schools, shopping street communities
and so on (Ishida et al., 2007) (Fussell et al.,
2009).
This paper also described operation models to
coordinate different types of stakeholders in language services. The operation model should be
designed to match their incentives. Centralized
operation started in December 2007. After two
years of operation, we are moving towards fede-

rated operation. Further analysis of operations
will contribute to increasing the accessibility and
usability of language resources.
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